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second death (physical death) and the first (spiritual) death were overcome by the Messiah. We are
told in the context of the first resurrection that those who are in the first resurrection and are alive
will also be raised with him in the second resurrection- There is no doctrine of future rewards that

will be enjoyed by the Christian. In the physical resurrection to reward is removed. In the spiritual it
is nonexistent. It is not erroneous to speak of the reward of the Kingdom of God. But what does that
mean? It means that there will be a reward for those people who enter the Kingdom of God but that

no reward has been secured for Christ's in his atoning work. All believers will have a resurrection
body and all will be glorified. This is a living Church (1Th 1:9-note ). Even as we gaze upon the

heavens, the heavenly conditions and saints will be present in the morning. The religious leaders ask
Peter what they should say to the people on the coming Sabbath. Christ's resurrection is the key to
the people's salvation, so it is vital to announce the hope of a physical resurrection in response to

the people's spirits' yearning for physical resurrection. It is crucial to remind the people of the
promise of the firstfruits of the Spirit, which the apostles are now giving.
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That personal, supernatural hope (rich and deep) gives every Christian the confidence that, through
the resurrection of Jesus, he too, will (will be) raised to new life at the time of the last judgment But
the Christian's hope is a personal, supernatural, confident hope, resting on the objective fact of the

resurrection ( Phil. 3:21, 22, Ro 6:5 ). After all, that is what God has said: Christ has been raised from
the dead. That is what the Scriptures say. The resurrection of Jesus from the dead is a fact. The

belief in that fact is a source of supernatural confidence, which expresses itself in the Scriptures'
lofty exhortations to live in hope. As the author of Hebrews puts it, hope is the real fruit of God's love
which has worked in us to make us acceptable, blameless, imperishable, and purified ( Heb 11:1, 2,

3, 7, 10, 11). It is the highest proof of the riches of the gospel and the best proof of Jesus' return. It is
the sure confidence that no matter what trials we face, the victory is already ours ( 1 John 5:4-9). We

can rest confident knowing that the sin of our past will be forgiven, the promises of God's new
covenant will be made our reality, and we will reign with him in the new heavens and new earth. The

writer of Hebrews adds that "our hope is a confident expectation of eternal life" ( 10:23, 24). The
hope of Christians is not a remote goal, but the certainty of their resurrection from the dead,

guaranteed by a resurrected Savior. Their resurrection is the flash point of their confidence in the
reality of life after death. 5ec8ef588b
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